
The Chuchig-zhal Temple of Wanla was built in the early 14th 

century within the hilltop fortress of an important local ruler, named 
Bhag-dar-skyab. The inscription found inside the temple calls it 
“Auspicious Three-storeyed (Temple)”, referring to the architectural 
typology it shares with the famous Alchi Sumtsek. Today it is named 
after the main image of the eleven-headed Avalokiteshvara. Besides 
showcasing high quality wall paintings, the construction of the 
temple falls into a little known period of Ladakh’s history, and its 
rich decoration offers a treasury of information highly relevant for 
the local history as well as for that of Tibetan Buddhism in general. 
The temple structure and its exquisite wall paintings have been 
preserved and conserved by the Achi Association.

The Kagan Chorten is a gateway chorten marking the “entrance” 
to the ridge of the temple. Funded by the Cultural Preservation 
Program of the German Foreign Office and private donors, the 
project was implemented with the participation of village volunteers. 
The local village community still praises the project.

The Kagan Chorten

Wanla

The 8-chorten building is situated on the ritual circumambulation 
path of the village (the so-called Heritage Path) and is built on a 
ridge in the old part of Wanla, called Zomal, facing the castle ruins 
of Wanla. It is a religious structure housing the eight different 
types of chortens with a roofed circumambulation path. Paintings, 
approximately 110-120 years old, cover the walls of the inner shrine.
Though not of outstanding historical value, this structure still 
reflects an alive Buddhist tradition. Requested for by the community, 
the Achi Association restored and conserved the building with the 
financial support of the German Foreign Office and with the aid 
of local craftsmen as well as a big group of enthusiastic volunteers 
coming from the village.

The 8-Chorten Building

The Chuchig-zhal Temple
Skurbuchan is a scenic village where a tower‐like tall structure 
of Skurbuchan Khar and the Monastery dominate the valley 
from opposite ridges overlooking the village.  For many years, 
the deteriorating and crumbling structure of the Khar and its 
ancillary buildings have been a subject of concern and focus of 
conservation efforts of both the community and Achi Association. 
The conservation work was initiated by a group of young heritage 
promoters comprising trained young professionals and monks. The 
village and monastic community strongly support the project.The 
tower architecture of the Skurbuchan Khar is being conserved and 
restored with the aid of the Jammu and Kashmir Government Fund 
and altogether with the local community and the former trainees of 
the “Pilot Youth Training Program”.

Skurbuchan
The Khar (palace)

Thousand-armed Avalokiteshvara sculpture at the Khar in Skurbuchan

Conservation work on the Khar in Skurbuchan

Local tradition attributes the Kanji Tsuglag-khang to the great 
translator Rinchen-zangpo (958–1055). However, the building 
with its interior is approximately 700 years old. The Kanji temple is 
exceptional through its interior with three main life-sized sculptures 
along the main wall and mandalas covering all remaining walls. 
Though the temple is still in use and maintained regularly, it fell on 
remarkably hard times. 

The Achi Association chose the Kanji Tsuglag-khang as its first 
monument conservation project because of the temple’s fragile state 
of preservation and the high quality of its interior decoration.The 
general aim and principle is to create a harmonious re-integrated 
wall painting with the in-painted areas remaining visually 
distinguishable from the 700-year old painting.

The Tsuglag-khang Temple
Kanji

Conservation of wall paintings inside Tsuglag-khang, Kanji

Kanji Village with the Tsuglag-khang in the centre

Wanla Gompa  (left). Wall painting conservator carrying out chemical 
cleaning of wall paintings in Wanla (right)

The Kagan Chorten at Wanla before conservation (left) and after 
conservation (right)

Chorten building before conservation (left) and after conservation (right)
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The Getty Foundation supported us for a three year “Pilot Youth 
Training Program” to raise awareness and to build capacity for the 
preservation of built heritage. The trainees were locals expected to 
take key positions in communities or within the government. 

This core group of program participants has been exposed to 
documentation techniques and conservation issues and they have 
started to acquire the skills necessary to actively participate in the 
protection and promotion of their heritage.

Pilot Youth Training Program

Our purpose
– To contribute to the preservation of Ladakh’s outstanding but 
    endangered heritage
– To enhance awareness about earthen architectural heritage and 
    need for its maintenance
– To strengthen local capacities in traditional building 
    techniques and preventive conservation

Our activities
– Conserving and maintaining historic temples and their 
    interiors, in particular wall paintings 
– Building a network of local and international expertise

Our partners
– The Buddhist Drikung Kargyu Order
– Local artisans and craftsmen
– National and international conservation specialists
– Private donors and the State Government of Jammu and Kashmir

Our strengths
–High level of conservation expertise and internationally accepted 
   conservation standards
– Extremely well researched and documented projects
– Strong international and local partnerships
– Compassion and dedication of our team and our donors

Needs
– Financial support for the ongoing preservation work
– More friends to join our network

Local commitment and international 
expertise

Presevation 
of the endangered 

heritage in the
Himalayas

The Achi Association is a private non-profit organisation based 
in Switzerland. It was founded in 1999 by people dedicated to the 
preservation of cultural heritage and scholars specialised in the 
early art and architecture of the Western Himalayas. Its purpose is 
to contribute to the safeguard of the outstanding but endangered 
cultural heritage of the Himalayas.

In 2010, the Achi Association India was registered as a non-profit 
organization under section 25 of the Companies Act, 1956 having 
its base at New Delhi. The Achi Association Switzerland and the 
Achi Association India have a Memorandum of Understanding that 
enables them to share knowledge and partner with each other for 
expertise for the latter to carry out meaningful projects in India.

Currently the associations concentrate their efforts on a number of 
early temples in the Tibetan Buddhist area of Ladakh, Northwest 
India, which are not protected otherwise. An interdisciplinary team 
of specialists from India and Europe, partly linked to academic 
programs at different universities, combine in-depth research with 
hands-on preservation. 

The involvement and participation of the local people is crucial for 
sustainable preservation. Therefore, the Achi Association and Achi 
Association India have a strong commitment to involve the local 
community into the conservation projects and to assist in capacity 
building for heritage maintenance and preventive conservation. 

In 2014, Achi Association India opened a Leh office, operated 
by participants of a Youth Training Program concluded in 2011. 
The Leh office also started an internship programme in 2016 to 
increase participation of local experts, particularly young heritage 
practitioners to enhance their contributions in Ladakh.

The research projects of the Achi Association in Switzerland 
are supported by donors from across the world and through 
universities whereas the conservation projects undertaken under 
the aegis of Achi Association India are enabled by raising grants 
from Indian donors and the Himalayan community who are the    
main stakeholders.

The Achi Association

“The Achi Association, founded in 1999 together with experts in 
architecture, art history and painting conservation, represented an early 
attempt to react to what seemed, then, almost inevitable.
The Association, placed under the presidency of H.H. the Drikung 
Kyabgon Chetsang Rinpoche, has been blessed by attracting as members 
or collaborators academics and professionals of exceptional competence 
and crystalline character and dedication. Today, Conservation of Cultural 
Heritage is a widely accepted concept, in Ladakh as elsewhere. We keep 
seeing a sense in our efforts as we believe that what is commonly called 
“cultural heritage” is the embodiment of human consciousness over the 
times. We see cherishing and restoring it as an important contribution to
a social consciousness and consider its integrity and the general awareness
of it as one of the requisites for facing the future from a solid stand.
May our efforts, as well as those of all others operating in this field, 
benefit all.”
Edoardo Zentner

His Holiness Chetsang Rinpoche during the consecration ceremony of the 
Kagan Chorten after its conservation, Wanla

Village women of Wanla help with carrying stones and building materials 
during the conservation project of the Kagan Chorten, Wanla Skurbuchan Khar

Achi members interacting with participants of the 
Youth Training Programme
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